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We at ANG Secure Pvt. Ltd. are committed

to achieving customer satisfaction within a

short span of time. We Endeavour to

cons tan t l y  upgrade  our  bus iness

processes and ins t i l l  the h ighest

levels of Integrity among the members

of ANG Secure Pvt. Ltd. family.

Our Mission

To become the benchmark in  the Indian

Security Industry through professional and

highest standard of customer service

Our Vision

Why Choose Us ?
Since its inception, ANG Secure Pvt. Ltd. has grown in leaps and bounds to become 
leading agency in the Indian Security Industry. In a short span of time, ANG Secure 
Pvt. Ltd. has redefined security solutions, demonstrating its commitment to 
providing its clients with the best of innovation, quality and training.

The Indian Security Industry is fast changing at adding new and more advanced 
technologies. ANG Secure Pvt. Ltd. is a certified company with a constant endeavor 
to upgrade the quality of its resources and infrastructure. The Board of ANG Secure 
Pvt. Ltd. provides constant guidance and advice to the organization. It has its 
members, renowned security specialists who have served in the nation’s premier 
security and Armed Forces for many decades. ANG Secure Pvt. Ltd. has a strong 
foundation based on experience, expertise and a critical understanding of latest 
technologies.

At ANG Secure Pvt. Ltd., every client is special. We provide exclusive and 
customized services as per the needs & requirements of each client. To further this 
aim, we ensure that each employee is handpicked and rigorously trained. ANG 
Secure Pvt. Ltd. maintains a Pan India presence and has offices in the most remote 
locations to ensure that we are always close to where one needs us.

ANG Secure Pvt. Ltd. can undertake projects and successfully deliver them on a 
turnkey basis, right from conception to its execution.





With needs of every customer being different, we have developed the following specialization in our 
Guarding Services.

Our security guards are handpicked for their abilities and work ethics. They are put through a rigorous 
training program at our well-equipped in-house training academy. The training encompasses a range of 
skills such as attending visitors and managing vendors, managing materials/stock flow, undertaking 
firefighting and evacuation drills, using hand-held metal detectors and performing first aid treatment. In 
addition, physical conditioning and drills are a regular feature. This results in highly trained security guards 
with a customer friendly disposition. Once deployed, regular refresher trainings are provided on a periodic 
basis to ensure that a high level of preparedness is maintained at all times.

Guards
This field is diverse and we have several modules. Specialized training is imparted to guards who are 
deployed in shopping malls, hospitals, hotels, industries, schools and residential areas. Training differs in 
nature for such segment. However, all guards are trained in drills, discipline, frisking, observation, first aid, 
fire, electronic and other security equipments along with a host of other aspects so that they are well-
equipped to deal with any eventuality. We have also a trained cadre of lady guards to fulfill the specific 
requirements of our clients.

With several years of experience in hotel industry, we have an in-depth understanding of the requirements of 
the Hospitality Industry. Drawing on this knowledge base, we have designed a special curriculum and the 
guards are trained to be courteous, well informed about the property besides catering to specific needs of 
the industry.

Hotel Guards

Guarding Services



Bomb Detection and Search Techniques
A specialized faculty has been drawn from bomb detection squads of the Army and Paramilitary Forces and 
has been provided with the best training possible in bomb detection and search techniques.

Commercial Spaces
We have been training our security guards on high and corporate training. They go through the highest level 
of training before we deploy them .

Residential Areas
Specially trained security guards for residences are appropriately instructed to provide security at homes. 
Once deployed, these guards are fully dependable.

Personal Security Officers
These are veterans of Army and Paramilitary Forces who have been trained in closer quarter 
protection/close quarter battle. Selected for their experience, skills and discretion they protect high net 
worth individual(s)

Specially trained protection in high footfalls such as large malls. All of our mall guards go through an 
intensive training process, which is based on the requirements of the mall and the surroundings and layout. 
Training in firefighting, first aid, handling of security equipments and other basics are part of their training.

Mall Guards



Telecom Secure (Mobile Phone Towers)
These guards have been specially trained to safeguard this particular environment.

Hospital Security
Hospital Guards are trained to be vigilant, courteous, prompt and well versed in first aid and firefighting. 
They are well versed with the layout and facilities of the hospital before being deployed. Any patient 
walking in or being brought in an ambulance is immediately assisted and guided by a guard. The 
trainings makes our guards hospital guards/staff and not mere security guards.

Maintaining security of a school is an uphill task. One has to keep a vigil over hundreds of children. Our 
guards are well equipped to handle children and are trained in child psychology. They also have been 
trained to control traffic in an efficient manner.

School Security

This is an elite force drawn from the Army and Paramilitary Forces. These personnel have been in close 
quarter protection/ close quarter battle, trained in different environments and are suitably equipped for 
the assignment.

SDPD-Secure Premise Diplomat Protection (Embassy)

Security for Special Events
We also provide our guarding services for social events such as fashion shows, exhibitions, concerts, 
sports events etc.



Our experts design, integrate, install and maintain a range of complex systems. We have tie ups with 
original equipment manufacturers across the globe and provide our services Pan India.

These includes a wide range of CCTV systems (including IR and Speed Dome) with remote surveillance 
facility, Digital Video Recorders, IP Cameras and Network video recorders etc.

CCTV Surveillance

Our range of metal detection system includes a variety of both hand held and door framed systems.
Metal Detection System

Electronic Security Services

Access Control System
Used to limit access to sensitive installations and specified areas within a premise, proximity based 
solutions, finger ID, palm reader, IRIS scan and Facial Recognition systems.

Offered on both wired and wireless platforms. These systems offer complete protection of a client’s privacy.
Intrusion Detection System

Providing accurate information on the location of a fire inside any premise. These systems help in tackling 
any fire related emergency in a planned and coordinated manner.

Fire Detection System

Handling of Technical Equipment including Electronic Security Equipment
Training is imparted in the handling of electronic surveillance systems, Metal Detectors, X-Ray Systems, 
Parking Management System and other related equipment's.



Car Parking Management System
These include a number of solutions such as automatic barrier, sliding gate systems, number plate 
recognition and spike road block systems that simplify the task of managing a car parking facility.

Perimeter Security System
A range of solutions such as concertina wiring, IR cameras and Electronic Swan Neck Fencing provides the 
first of defense in any established chain of security.

All the services listed above are deployed at the site by our team of expert engineers and also maintained to 
provide flawless service to our clients on signing of an Annual Maintenance Contract.

These systems are used to simplify the task of managing the flow of visitors through establishment such as 
corporate houses, embassies, hospitals and IT firms. This system facilitates on the spot printing of visitors 
cards with photograph and details.

Visitors Management System



Our investigation wing has a team of experts with experience of over 40 years to handle cases deftly while 
maintaining confidentially of our clients. We also undertake special assignments of obtaining credible 
market intelligence for the corporate to assist them in decision making. Secure Premises Investigation 
Division undertakes a variety of assignments as per requirements including the following.

Investigation Services

Pre and post-employment verification / domestic/ other help verification.

Point verification for mobile connections, loans etc.

Asset verification.

Matrimonial / family discord / infidelity.

Corporate fraud and other vigilance matters.

Covert/ unobtrusive surveillance as per requirement.

Tracing of missing persons/ automobiles.

Investigation of issues related to wildlife.

Market surveys.

Forensic matters and document verifications.

Insurance fraud investigation.

Security risk analysis/security audits.



Our fire prevention and protection wing carries out a rigorous training program that equips personnel with 
the skills and knowledge to deal with fire in a quick and efficient manner, thereby minimizing loss.

Fire Prevention & Protection

Installations and maintenance of fire detection and control systems.

To train the occupants on fire visionary and it’s defendants.

Imparts training of fire equipment’s handling.

Assignments undertaken include:

Fire audits.



Trained Sniffer Dogs and handlers are available on Lease Basis.

Training of Dogs: ANG Secure Pvt. Ltd. has a canine training division at Palam Vihar, which undertakes 
training of Sniffer Dogs, Rescue Dogs, Road Clearance Dogs, Guard Dogs and Tracking Dogs. The Sniffer 
dogs are trained on explosives as well as narcotics.

Our faculty consists of experienced dog trainers and handlers, experienced Veterinarians and a number of 
helpers. We have boarding and lodging facilities to cater to clients who have to travel regularly. We have 
collect and drop facility, which is available on demand. Other services offered include grooming, massaging 
and swimming.

Canine Services



Housekeeping staff

The scope of our facility management services includes a range of areas to meet the requirements of our 
clients. We ensure that personal hygiene of our personnel meets international standards. Our supervisors 
are well trained and equipped to handle routine work thereby ensuring that the client is in no way disturbed.

Our services includes housekeeping, pantry & guesthouse management, corporate services, chauffeurs 
as well as providing other operations and maintenance services. All these services are delivered using 
industry tested process and advanced technologies. An intensive training program is conducted wherein 
the candidates are taught the basics including instructions in the use of various housekeeping equipments 
and gadgets.

An intensive training program is conducted wherein the candidates are taught the basics including use of 
various housekeeping equipment's and gadgets.

Facility Management Services



This system can also be used for regular logistical purposes such as lifting heavy furniture utilizing a 
multipurpose detachable cabin.

This system consists of an array of collapsible fire resistant cabins that are stored permanently on the roof 
of the building up to 200m in height. In case of an emergency, the system can be operated using remote 
control from the ground. The entire evacuation cycle takes only eight minutes and rescues up to 150 
persons.

The revolutionary system that was developed by ESCAPE rescue Systems Israel, after the 9/11 terrorist 
attacks, provides the only safe external mass evacuation system, which is fire proof and can be customized 
for bulletproofing as per customer requirements. We can supply and install systems in high-rise buildings to 
meet our customer requirements.

This system also provides an alternate route of Special Forces in a hostage situation. It has been 
designated as a Qualified Anti-Terrorism Technology (QATT) by the Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS), USA under the Safety Act. Further, it has been certified for safety by the German Laboratory TUV 
and the Standards Institute of Israel.

Standard System

This system specifically designed for low-density floor building consists of two solid cabins in a nesting 
array configuration. It is also operated from the ground using a remote control and has been developed 
keeping in mind the same quality and performance parameters as the Standard System. Using the Lite 
System, up to 30 persons can be evacuated in each cycle.

Lite System

Escape Rescue System



This is a customized service offered by ANG Secure Pvt. Ltd. in the field of disaster management. It offers 
protection and mitigates the effects of the biggest threat from conventional terrorism today-Improvised 
Explosive Device (IED) and Vehicle borne IED (VIED) attacks, which are increasingly being used in terrorist 
attacks worldwide

Blast Effective Protection



FEP ME SCANTRUCK

Multi -energy X-ray system for security screening of small pallets and large packages.

Gilardoni is a world leader in X-Ray and ultrasonic equipment, OEM components and services relating, 
medical and non - destructive testing sectors. ANG Secure Pvt. Ltd. is the head distributor of their systems 
in the Indian Market.

FEP ME 1000 HC

FEP ME 640

FEP ME CARGO

The FEP ME SCANTRUCK is the product of choice when mobility of hold baggage control is required. It is 
guaranteed to perform under severe climatic conditions.

A wide range of X-Ray machines are available in varying sizes. We also have a range of mobile systems.

An ideal solution for hand baggage control is provided by the widely installed FEP MEV 640, which utilizes 
the most advanced technology in a reliable and easy to use system to screen hand baggage up to 
60cm*40cm based on the powerful operating system Linux.

This system utilizes a larger tunnel size than the FEB ME-640, making it suitable for hold baggage and other 
such applications.

Security X-Ray System



The Board and Senior Management of ANG Secure Pvt. Ltd. is a team of renowned security experts who 
have served in the premier security agencies and armed forces.

These veterans having ample experience on security and fire fighting delivers and exercises to the concern 
to gain expertization on exclusive services. The services of these professionals may also be availed by the 
corporates and any Company/Corporate Houses to train their workforce.

Security Training Services



These experts can act as consultants to organizations that wish to avail their services and get 
professional guidance on their present security, disaster management and other related procedures.

ANG Secure Pvt. Ltd. have a renewed team of expertises on various fields who specifically achieve 
their experience on physical demonstration /endeavor from the reckoned organizations.

Consultancy Services



There is so much drones can do to augment security. They are being used to have an eye at perimeters and 
conduct constant surveillance over large areas. Drones can also be sent out as a response mechanism 
before personnel can respond and conduct an initial site assessment, so people know what they are getting 
into before they get there.

With increasing security demands, ANG Secure Pvt. Ltd. has decided to venture into providing Drone 
security.

We have trained some of our security personnel in handling drones and use them effectively for security 
and surveillance. We are using the top quality drones so that our clients can get best results without any 
technical difficulties.

Drone Services



CLIENTELE

CRS TOWERS
GURGOAN

DLF -Jasola, Shivaji Marg, South
court- Saket, Shalimar Bagh
Property Management leading property company

MNC Cushman and Wakefield- 
World’s

Okaya Center- Plot No. C1-B3, M 
Block Jaypee Greens, Wish Town, 
Jaypee Greens Internal Rd, Sector 
128, Noida, Uttar Pradesh
201304

CB & I / Mcdermott Gurgaon- 
MNC

Beam Global Cyber City
Beam Global Sector 37
Beam Global Kirti Nagar

DANONE

Spencer Stuart

South Point Mall

Le marche, DS Group- Vasant 
Vihar,Chhatarpur , Nehru Place, 
Kilo Kari, Gurgaon(Ardee, 
Galleria),

It’s All About Home

Ranbaxy Gurgaon- Pharma Client Mall -51 Gurgaon- 
PropertyManagement

CRS Towers Gurgaon

Shrishti Softech Prop World
Inventum inventive Continuum

DP Jain Presidium School, Delhi – 
Reputedschool of Delhi

Nobel

NRMC RAVIM
Embassy of the Republic of the 
Sudan, New Delhi

Max Tower, sector -16 Noida – 5 
StarProperty

GUS Gurgaon- MNC

Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia, 
New Delhi



CONTACT US

MG Mall, S-66, Second Floor,
Plot No-2LSC1, Sector-22,
Dwarka, New Delhi-110077

info@angsecure.com

+91-11-41522229

+91-9212441118
+91-9599653897
+91-9870568362

http://www.angsecure.com

Find Us On
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